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This model has a convenient 
desk height accessory rail that 
accepts most brands of slatwall 
accessories. It also comes in a 
variety of lower core options to 
blend in with your office décor. accessory rail

“Not only does my whiteboard help me stay 
organized, it also provides privacy so I can 
focus and be more productive.”
Project Manager



Rollin Whiteboards
Model 3SM
Accessory Rail Whiteboard

Rollin Products’ mobile whiteboards have a sleek, contemporary, European design and are engineered to be light weight, easy to move 
and durable.  They come in a wide selection of widths and heights.  Our whiteboard writing surface is a non-ghosting, high pressure 
laminate designed for high usage. The frame is constructed using our proprietary aluminum extrusion.  Each unit includes our stylish 
metal feet with four 3” locking dual casters. Ideal for use in conference rooms, class rooms, training rooms, meeting rooms, private offices, 
workstations, as a privacy partition or a cubical door. Rollin whiteboards are manufactured in the USA. Custom sizes, colors and core 
materials available. This model has our desk height Accessory Rail allowing you to get organized using our accessories or other 
brands of slatwall accessories.

Model     Standard Widths           Standard Heights     Order Code   

Upper Core Options
Upper cores are also available in a Whiteboard/Fabric combination at the Grade B pricing category.     

Lower Core Options

3SM     24”, 30”, 37”, 42”, 49”, 61”       48”, 54”, 62”, 72”     (Model)-(Size)-(Lower Core)-(Upper Core) i.e.:  3SM4-3772-MDG-WB
    
       
         
        
        

FRO (Grade B)     GCL (Grade C)      F25 Straw             F26 River               F27 Fern               F28 Stone             F30 Shadow
Frosted Acrylic **  Clear Glass*

MDG (Grade A)     MDB (Grade A)     FXX (Grade B)     PS (Grade B)          SLM (Grade B)                             
Folkstone Grey      Black MD             Fabric ***         Perforated Steel      Maple Laminate

     Color and pattern may vary. Please request actual samples.
*    With our Clear Glass you can use dry-erase, permanent markers or grease pens                                       
      with no worries about cleaning. Both sides of glass are writable surfaces.
**  These materials are not suitable for use as a whiteboard.
*** Lower fabric cores are only available with fabric on both sides and are tackable.
     Markers & eraser not included with accessories.
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Tackable Fabric (Grade B)

Accessories

Foot Options

FCC
Flip Chart Clip Set

S-WBTR
Whiteboard Tray

S-PC
Pen Cup

S-CH
Cup Holder

Model 3SMF 
Freestanding

Model 3SM3 
3 Wheels

FRZ (Grade A)       WB (Grade A)       F20 Rain                F21 Vellum            F22 Mercury          F23 Sulphur          F24 Twig  
Freeze **               Whiteboard
Polycarbonate

see fabric 
choices 
above

Model 3SM4
4 Wheels


